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NOTICES

Calendar
24 March, Saturday. Congregation of the Regent House at 11 a.m (see p. 463).
25 March, Sunday. Lent Term ends.
28 March, Wednesday. Last ordinary issue of the Reporter in the Lent Term.
 1 April, Sunday. Easter day. Scarlet day.
 7 April, Saturday. Congregation of the Regent House at 11 a.m.
17 April, Tuesday. Easter Term begins.
18 April, Wednesday. First ordinary issue of the Reporter in the Easter Term.

Discussion on Tuesday, 1 May 2018
The Vice-Chancellor invites those qualified under the regulations for Discussions (Statutes and Ordinances, p. 105) to 
attend a Discussion in the Senate-House on Tuesday, 1 May 2018 at 2 p.m., for the discussion of:

1. Topic of concern to the University: Standard of proof applied in student disciplinary cases (Reporter, 2017–18, 
6496, p. 396 and 6497, p. 413).

Further information on Discussions, including details on format and attendance, is provided at https://www.governance.
cam.ac.uk/governance/decision-making/discussions/.

Notice of a benefaction
19 March 2018
The Vice-Chancellor gives notice that he has accepted with gratitude a benefaction of £93,000 from Crausaz Wordsworth 
Ltd and £45,600 from an anonymous donor to support Crausaz Wordsworth Fellowships at the Centre for Research in the 
Arts, Social Sciences, and Humanities. After supporting the costs of the Fellowship in the first year, the balance of the 
funds will be added to the endowment of the Interdisciplinary Research in the Arts, Social Sciences, and Humanities Fund 
(Statutes and Ordinances, p. 863) and will be governed by new regulations for the Fellowships (Grace 3, p. 462).

Proposed amendment to Grace 2 of 17 January 2018 (class-lists) for submission 
under Special Ordinance A (i) 5: Notice in response
19 March 2018

1. Further to the Council’s Notices dated 26 January 2018 and 28 February 2018 (Reporter, 2017–18, 6493, p. 356 and 
6497, p. 412), the Council has now had the opportunity to review the proposed amendment to Grace 2 of 17 January 2018. 

2. The Grace as originally submitted would, inter alia, allow students to opt out from the publication of their names 
in the class-lists as reproduced in the Reporter. Complete class-lists would, as recorded in paragraph (g) of the Notice 
published alongside the Grace (Reporter, 6491, 2017–18, p. 308), continue to be circulated confidentially to Departments 
and Colleges for their internal use. 

3. The amendment would make the following main changes to the new arrangements put forward by the original Grace:
(i) the names of all those successful in examinations would be published in the Reporter in print and online, regardless 

of whether any of those individuals had chosen to opt out, with access to the online version being available at least 
to all those involved in teaching in the University or the Colleges; 

(ii) the same information would be included in a copy of the Reporter deposited at the University Library, to which 
those with reading rights would have access if they attended in person.

4. The Council has considered the terms of the amendment and has concluded that compliance with the amendment as 
regards the act of publishing in the Reporter and making available at the University Library the names of all those 
successful in examinations (whether or not they have opted out) is – in data protection terms – unnecessary and unlawful. 
Further, the Council has reviewed whether it can put in place any practical measures to reduce the data protection risks 
whilst remaining true to the intentions of the amendment and has determined that this is not possible. 

5. The Vice-Chancellor, having consulted with Council, has concluded that in his opinion the proposed amendment is 
in substance and effect incompatible with the main purpose of the original Grace (namely to ensure compliance with data 
protection laws), and, exercising his authority under Regulation 11(a) of the regulations for Graces and Congregations 
(Statutes and Ordinances, p. 105), has ruled the amendment inadmissible. 
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6. The Vice-Chancellor’s ruling deems the proposers of the amendment to have requested a ballot on the original 
Grace. The ballot shall take place in accordance with the Single Transferable Vote regulations and voting will open at 
10 a.m. on Friday, 27 April 2018 and close at 5 p.m. on Monday, 7 May 2018. 

In connection with the ballot, the Registrary will arrange for the circulation of any fly-sheet, signed in accordance with 
paragraphs 6 and 8 of the Council’s Notice on Discussions and Fly-sheets (Statutes and Ordinances, p. 110), which 
reaches her at the Old Schools by 1 p.m. on Tuesday, 17 April 2018. Fly-sheets may also be faxed to 01223 332332 or 
scanned (showing signatures) and sent by email to Registrary@admin.cam.ac.uk. Fly-sheets must bear, in addition to the 
signatures, the names and initials (in block capitals) of the signatories. 

Gender Pay Gap Report 2017
19 March 2018
The Council and the General Board have approved the University’s Gender Pay Gap Report 2017, published in accordance 
with the provisions of the Equality Act 2010 (Specific Duties and Public Authorities) Regulations 2017. The report can 
be found online on the Inclusive Cambridge webpages at http://www.inclusivecambridge.admin.cam.ac.uk and the 
figures can also be viewed on the Government’s gender pay gap viewing service at https://gender-pay-gap.service.gov.
uk/Viewing.

Geological collections building: Naming approved
21 March 2018
The Advisory Committee on Benefactions and External and Legal Affairs has approved the naming of a new geological 
collections building for the Department of Earth Sciences (the construction of which was approved by Grace 5 of 19 July 
2017) as the Colin Forbes Building. Dr Colin Forbes, who died in 2014, was a member of the academic staff of the 
Department of Earth Sciences until his retirement in 1983. This naming is in recognition of donations by Dr Forbes, 
including those to establish and enlarge the Forbes Fund (Statutes and Ordinances, p. 831) from which it has been agreed 
that £250k will be allocated to the costs of the construction of the building, and Dr Forbes’ contribution to the work of the 
Sedgwick Museum of Earth Sciences.

VACANCIES, APPOINTMENTS, ETC.

Vacancies in the University
A full list of current vacancies can be found at http://www.jobs.cam.ac.uk.

Professorship of Organic Chemistry in the Department of Chemistry: tenure: from 1 October 2018; informal 
enquiries: Professor John Pyle, Head of the Department of Chemistry (email: chemhod@hermes.cam.ac.uk); closing 
date: 19 April 2018; further details: http://www.jobs.cam.ac.uk/job/16961; quote reference: MA15067

University Lectureship (Honorary Consultant) in Maternal-Fetal Medicine, Obstetrics, and Gynaecology in the 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology: salary: £76,761–£103,490; closing date: 9 April 2018; further details: 
http://www.jobs.cam.ac.uk/job/16839; quote reference: RI14961

Head of the Registrary’s Office Division of the University Offices: salary: £70,004; closing date: 3 April 2018; further 
details: http://www.jobs.cam.ac.uk/job/16904; quote reference: AJ15019

The University values diversity and is committed to equality of opportunity.
The University has a responsibility to ensure that all employees are eligible to live and work in the UK.
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EVENTS, COURSES, ETC.

Announcement of lectures, seminars, etc.
The University offers a large number of lectures, seminars, and other events, many of which are free of charge, to members of 
the University and others who are interested. Details can be found on individual Faculty, Department, and institution websites, 
on the What’s On website (http://www.admin.cam.ac.uk/whatson/), and on Talks.cam (http://www.talks.cam.ac.uk/). 

Brief details of upcoming events are given below.

Faculty of English 2018 Graham Storey Lecture: Henry James and 
charisma, by Professor Adrian Poole, Emeritus 
Professor of English Literature, at 5 p.m. on 
Wednesday, 2 May 2018 in GR06/07, Faculty of 
English, 9 West Road.

https://www.english.cam.ac.uk/

Procurement Services 17th Annual Procurement Exhibition: Sustainability. 
From 12 noon to 4 p.m. on Wednesday, 25 April 
2018 at the Double-Tree Hilton Hotel, Granta Place, 
Mill Lane; the event will comprise an exhibition of 
key contracted suppliers and seminars around the 
theme of sustainability; lunch and drinks will be 
available during the afternoon; the event is free and 
open to all staff but pre-registration is required.

https://www.finance.admin.cam.
ac.uk/events/university-annual-
supplier-exhibition 

NOTICES BY FACULTY BOARDS, ETC.

Examination for the degree of Master of Business Administration, Easter Term 2018
The Faculty Board of Business and Management gives notice that, in the Easter Term 2018, the subjects for examination for 
the degree of Master of Business Administration will be as listed below. The method of examination is shown for each subject.

4. (a) One-year course

6. (a) Compulsory modules

Easter Term 2018:

MBA15 Operations management Examination – 1.5 hours plus 15 mins reading time (50%); 
group assignment – max. 1,500 words (30%); 
class participation (20%)

MBA108 Business and society Individual assignment – max. 3,000 words (100%)
MBA54 Macroeconomics Individual assignment – max. 2,500 words (75%); 

group assignment – 2,000 words (25%)
MBA35 Concentration and Capstone project (students must choose one of): 

MBA35A Culture, arts, and media 
management

Group project and presentation – 15 mins, plus Q&As (100%)

MBA35B Energy and environment Group project and presentation – 15 mins, plus Q&As (100%)
MBA35C Entrepreneurship Group project and presentation – 15 mins, plus Q&As (100%)
MBA35D Healthcare strategies Group project and presentation – 15 mins, plus Q&As (100%)
MBA35E Finance Group project and presentation – 15 mins, plus Q&As (100%)
MBA35F Global business Group project and presentation – 15 mins, plus Q&As (100%)
MBA35G Strategy Group project and presentation – 15 mins, plus Q&As (100%)
MBA35H Social innovation Group project and presentation – 15 mins, plus Q&As (100%)
MBA35I Marketing Group project and presentation – 15 mins, plus Q&As (100%)
MBA35J Digital transformation Group project and presentation – 15 mins, plus Q&As (100%)

MBA36 Summer activity (students must choose one of):
(a) Bootcamp: case writing Individual assignment – 5,000 words (100%)
(b) Bootcamp: entrepreneurship Individual assignment – 3,000 words (100%)
(c) Bootcamp: private equity Individual assignment – 3,000 words (100%)
(d) Bootcamp: Lean Six Sigma Individual assignment – 3,000 words (100%)
(e) Individual project Individual assignment – 3,000 words (100%)
(f) Research paper Individual assignment – 3,000 words (100%)
(g) Work placement Individual assignment – 3,000 words (100%)
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6. (b) Elective modules

Easter Term 2018:
MBA113 Advanced digital business Group presentation – deck of max. 20 slides, 20 mins (100%)
MBA98 Advanced strategy Group assignment – max. 3,500 words (100%)
MBA71 Asian capital markets (MGM12/MFIN33) Individual assignment – max. 1,500 words (100%)
MBA84 Cases in corporate finance II Group assignment – max. 1,500 words (30%); 

group assignment – max. 2,000 words (60%); 
class participation (10%)

MBA38 Consumer behaviour Group assignment – max. 1,000 words (40%); 
individual assignment – max. 2,000 words (60%)

MBA123 Disruptive technology and innovation Individual assignment – max. 3,000 words (80%); 
class participation (20%)

MBA43 Entrepreneurship: how to start a 
technology company

Individual assignment – max. 3,000 words (100%)

MBA95 Financial market trading simulation Group assignment – max. 3,000 words (80%); 
class participation (20%)

MBA23 Global marketing Individual assignment – max. 2,000 words (60%); 
group presentation – deck of max. 15 slides, 15 mins (40%)

MBA48 Liquid alternatives and hedge funds 
(MGM12/MFIN47)

Group presentation – deck of 20 slides, 15 mins (25%); 
individual assignment – max. 2,000 words (75%)

MBA110 Managing Big Data analysis Individual assignment – max. 3,000 words (100%)
MBA57 Mergers and acquisitions Individual assignment – max. 2,500 words (100%)
MBA121 Organizing healthcare Individual assignment – max. 1,250 words (50%); 

group presentation – deck of max. 20 slides, 20 mins (50%)
MBA60 Pharmaceuticals and biotechnology Individual assignment – max. 3,000 words (80%); 

class participation (20%)
MBA28 Private equity Individual in-class test – 3 hours (30%);  

individual in-class quiz – 1 hour (30%);  
group in-class test – 1 hour (10%);  
group assignment – max. 1,500 words (30%)

MBA112 Stock valuation Group assignment – max. 3,000 words (100%)
MBA64 Strategic brand management Individual assignment – max. 2,000 words (50%); 

group presentation – deck of max. 20 slides, 30 mins (50%)
MBA124 Strategic change and renewal Class participation (10%);  

group assignment – max. 3,000 words (90%)
MBA88 Strategies for energy and climate Individual assignment – max. 3,000 words (70%); 

debate participation (30%)
MBA97 Supply chain strategy Group assignment – max. 2,000 words (30%);  

in-class test – 2 hours plus 10 mins reading time (70%)
MBA31 The coming of modern capital markets In-class test – 1.5 hours (100%) 
MBA73 The international film and screen 

industries
Group presentation – deck of max. 15 slides, 15 mins (40%); 

individual assignment – max. 2,500 words (60%)
MBA66 The liberalization and regulations of 

international financial markets
Individual assignment – max. 3,000 words (100%)

MBA119 Value-driven leadership Individual assignment – max. 1,000 words (40%); 
group presentation – deck of max. 10 slides, 15 mins (40%); 
class participation (20%)
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4 (c) Executive M.B.A. course

2017–19 class

6. (a) Compulsory modules

Easter Term 2018:

EMBA10 Marketing management 3-hour written examination (60%);  
group assignment: max. 2,500 words (excluding executive 
summary), plus max. 5 exhibits of supporting analysis (40%)

EMBA32 Macroeconomics Group assessment: 1,500 words (max. 2,000 words) 
excluding contents, appendices, and bibliographies (25%); 
individual assignment: max. 2,500 words (75%)

EMBA20 Negotiation skills Attendance only
EMBA17 Leadership in action (this course runs 

throughout the programme)
Attendance only

EMBA19 Personal and professional development 
(this course runs throughout the 
programme)

Attendance only

6. (b) Elective modules

Easter Term 2018:
None

Examination for the degree of Master of Finance, Easter Term 2018
The Faculty Board of Business and Management gives notice that, in the Easter Term 2018, the subjects for examination 
for the degree of Master of Finance will be as listed below. The method of examination is shown for each subject.

Group 1 – core subjects
MFIN5 Management lecture series Seminar, assessed by attendance
MFIN23 City speaker series Seminar, assessed by attendance

Group 2 – specialist subjects
MFIN47 Liquid alternatives and hedge funds  

(open to M.B.A.)
Group presentation – deck of 20 slides, 15 mins (25%); 

individual assignment – 2,000 words max. (75%)
MFIN21 The coming of modern capital markets  

(open to M.B.A.)
In-class test of 1.5 hours (100%)

MFIN31 Infrastructure finance Individual assignment – 1,500 words max. (100%)
MFIN33 Asian capital markets (open to M.B.A.) Individual assignment – 1,500 words max. (100%)
MFIN35 Further econometrics: time series  

(open to M.Phil. in Finance)
In-class test – 3 hours (100%)

MFIN40 Principles of financial regulation Individual assignment – 2,000 words max. (100%)
MFIN27 Mergers and acquisitions In-class test – 1.5 hours (40%); group case write-up – 2,500 

words max. (40%); group presentation (20%)
MFIN41 Advanced derivatives In-class test – 1.5 hours (100%)
MFIN42 Advanced credit Individual assignment – 2,000 words max. (50%); 

group case-study – 2,500 words max. (50%)
MFIN48 Understanding the international 

economy and financial system 
Individual assignment – 1,000 words max. (100%)

MBA94 Real estate finance and investments Individual assignment – 2,000 words max. (60%); 
individual assignment – 1,000 words max. (20%); 
class participation (20%)

MFIN50 Key topics in finance system 
innovation

Group presentation (25%); 
individual assignment – 2,000 words max. (70%)

Projects
MFIN26 Group consulting project Group project, assessed by group presentation – 1 hour (100%)
MFIN37 Individual project (optional) Report of 12,000 words max. (100%)
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OBITUARY NOTICES

Obituary Notice
Professor sTePheN WilliaM haWkiNg CH CBE, Ph.D., (Hon.)Sc.D., FRS, Fellow of Gonville and Caius College and 
Honorary Fellow of Trinity Hall, Emeritus Lucasian Professor of Mathematics, recipient of the Wolf Foundation Prize, 
Copley Medal, Presidential Medal of Freedom, and Fundamental Physics Prize, died on 14 March 2018, aged 76 years.

GRACES

Graces submitted to the Regent House on 21 March 2018
The Council submits the following Graces to the Regent House. These Graces, unless they are withdrawn or a ballot is 
requested in accordance with the regulations for Graces of the Regent House (Statutes and Ordinances, p. 105) will be 
deemed to have been approved at 4 p.m. on Friday, 30 March 2018.

1. That in regulations for the Form and Conduct of Examinations (Statutes and Ordinances, p. 251), in 
Regulation 1(a) the word ‘Ordinances’ be replaced with the words ‘Ordinances or General Board Regulations’, 
a new Regulation 3 be inserted, and existing Regulation 3 be revised and renumbered, as follows:1

3. Unless otherwise determined by Ordinance, General Board Regulation, or Notice published by the 
Faculty Board or other body concerned, all examinations shall be conducted in English and any coursework, 
essay, or other exercise for assessment shall be submitted in English. 

4. In these regulations the term examination shall include any coursework, essay, or other exercise 
specified in the Ordinances or General Board Regulations governing that examination.

2. That a Genomics and Bioinformatics Support Fund be established in the University, to be governed by the 
following regulations:2

ge N o M i c s a N d Bi o i N f o r M aT i c s sU P P o rT fU N d

1. The benefaction of £500,000 received by the University, via Cambridge Enterprise, from the sale of 
shares held on behalf of the Mammalian Molecular Genetics Group, Department of Pathology, together 
with such other sums as may be received or applied for the same purpose, shall form an endowment fund 
called the Genomics and Bioinformatics Support Fund to advance research in the field of pathology and 
support the work of the Department of Pathology.

2. The Managers of the Fund shall be the Managers of the Bluegnome Molecular Genetic Pathology 
Fund.

3. Subject to Regulation 4, the income of the Fund shall be used as the Managers shall from time to time 
determine for any one or more of the following purposes: 

(a) the support of the Genomics and Bioinformatics Facility through the purchase and repair of 
equipment for genomics and bioinformatics research;

(b) the payment of staff costs, including the stipend, national insurance, pension contributions, and 
associated indirect costs of posts or offices at the Genomics and Bioinformatics Facility or in the 
field of pathology;

(c) the development of the application of genomics and bioinformatics to understanding disease 
mechanisms through the support of awards to research students and postdoctoral scientists.

4. Any unexpended income of the Fund in any financial year may be carried forward for use as income 
in accordance with Regulation 3 in any one or more subsequent years, as determined by the Managers.

3. That the Crausaz Wordsworth Fellowships be established in the University, supported by funds held as 
endowment in the Interdisciplinary Research in the Arts, Social Sciences, and Humanities Fund (Statutes and 
Ordinances, p. 863), to be governed by the following regulations:3 

1 The Council, on the recommendation of the General Board and its Education Committee, proposes the above changes to confirm 
that the English language shall be used in all examinations of candidates, unless otherwise determined, for example, in order to examine 
competency in languages other than English. The opportunity has also been taken to acknowledge that some provisions concerning 
examinations are now in General Board Regulations. 

2 The Council, on the recommendation of the General Board and the Faculty Board of Biology, proposes the establishment of the 
above Fund.

3 See the Vice-Chancellor’s Notice (p. 457).
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cr a U s a z Wo r d s W o rT h fe l l o W s h i P s

1. The benefaction received from an anonymous donor to be held as endowment in the Interdisciplinary 
Research in the Arts, Social Sciences, and Humanities Fund, shall be used to support Crausaz Wordsworth 
Fellowships at the Centre for Research in the Arts, Social Sciences, and Humanities (or a successor body).

2. The income arising from the part of the endowment of the Fund representing the Crausaz Wordsworth 
Fellowship benefaction shall be used to provide awards to enable the release of one or more Crausaz 
Wordsworth Fellows from their teaching commitments in such manner as the Managers of the 
Interdisciplinary Research in the Arts, Social Sciences, and Humanities Fund shall determine. The 
Fellowship shall be open to University Teaching Officers and College Teaching Officers with the exception 
of members of the Faculty of Philosophy. The value of an award to the University institution and/or 
College of the Fellow, any further conditions associated with the Fellowship, and the procedure for 
selection, number, and tenure of Fellows shall be at the discretion of the Managers.

3. Any unexpended income in any financial year may, at the discretion of the Managers, be carried 
forward for use as income in accordance with Regulation 2 in any one or more subsequent financial years.

4. That Regulations 4 and 6 of the regulations for the A. J. Pressland Fund (Statutes and Ordinances, p. 929) 
be revised to read as follows:4

4. The members of the Committee of Management nominated by the Schools of Clinical Medicine, the 
Biological Sciences, the Physical Sciences, and Technology shall have particular regard to the use of the 
Pressland Fund income. 

6. The languages to be taught in any particular course shall be decided by the Committee of Management 
in accordance with the needs of the Schools of Clinical Medicine, the Biological Sciences, the Physical 
Sciences, and Technology. The Committee of Management shall have authority to restrict admission to the 
courses in the interests of effective teaching. 

4 The Council, on the recommendation of the General Board and the Committee of Management of the Language Centre as the body 
entrusted with the administration of the Fund, proposes these changes to confirm the interest of the School of Clinical Medicine in the 
distributions of the income of the Fund, which is used to provide instruction in modern languages without fee, primarily for science and 
medical students, and to provide bursaries for such students to attend language courses abroad. A sentence on advertising courses in the 
Reporter has also been removed, as alternative means of publicizing courses are now used.

Graces to be submitted to the Regent House at a Congregation on 24 March 2018
The Council has sanctioned the submission of the following Graces to the Regent House at a Congregation to be held on 
Saturday, 24 March 2018.1

That the following persons be admitted to the degree of Master of Arts under the provisions of Statute B II 2:

9. JoNaThaN gregory gUy ackers, Senior Advisory Officer in the Estate Management Division of the 
University Offices.

10. keNNeTh aNdreW arMsTroNg, Fellow of Sidney Sussex College and Professor of European Law in the 
Faculty of Law. 

11. kaTe elizaBeTh carreNo, Assistant Director of the Fitzwilliam Museum. 

12. aNThoNy PeTer daNgerfield, Assistant Registrary in the Academic Division of the University Offices. 

13. chrisToPher rees goodiNg, Associate Lecturer in the Faculty of Clinical Medicine.

14. heleN loUise Thérèse MaffiN, Administrative Officer in the Finance Division of the University Offices. 

15. Michael leNNard NicholsoN, Professor of Transplant Surgery in the Department of Surgery. 

16. heleN roseMary Parker, Administrative Officer in the Finance Division of the University Offices. 

17. lUcia PraUscello, Fellow of Trinity Hall and Reader in Greek Language and Literature in the Faculty 
of Classics. 

18. JoNaThaN richard seTTle, Administrative Officer in the Office of External Affairs and Communications.
1 These Graces will be submitted at the Congregation in addition to the Honorary Degree Graces (Reporter, 6499, 2017–18, p. 452).

E. M. C. RAMPTON, Registrary

END OF THE OFFICIAL PART OF THE ‘REPORTER’ 
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EXTERNAL NOTICES

Oxford Notices
St Cross College Centre for the History and Philosophy of 
Physics: One-day conference: From space to spacetime; 
tracing our understanding of space and time across the ages 
from antiquity up to the latest knowledge of spacetime and 
the expanding universe; on Saturday, 9 June 2018; 
registration and attendance are free; further details and 
registration: https://www.stx.ox.ac.uk/happ/events/space-
spacetime-one-day-conference

St Hugh’s College and St Anne’s College: Four-year 
Stipendiary Lectureship in German; tenure: from 
1 October 2018 to 30 September 2022; stipend: £16,040; 
closing date: 16 April 2018 at 12 noon; further details: 
https://www.st-hughs.ox.ac.uk/discover/work-for-us/

Rollo Davidson Trust: 2018 Prize
The Rollo Davidson Trustees are pleased to announce the 
award of the 2018 Rollo Davidson Prize to:

Nicolas Perkowski, Humboldt-Universitaet zu Berlin 
for his role in the development of the theory of 
paracontrolled distributions for singular stochastic partial 
differential equations and for advances in understanding 
of the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation.
Further details of the Rollo Davidson Trust are available 
at http://www.statslab.cam.ac.uk/Rollo/.

COLLEGE NOTICES

Elections
Peterhouse
The following elections have been made:

Elected to an Official Fellowship in Medical Sciences 
with effect from 1 May 2018:

David Colin Eric Bulmer, B.Sc., Manchester, Ph.D., UCL

Elected to a Bye-Fellowship with effect from 1 May 2018:
Rebecca P. Lawson, M.A., Glasgow, Ph.D., DAR

Vacancies
Downing College: Director of College and Chapel Music 
(part-time); remuneration: c. £15,000; closing date: 
11 April 2018; further details: http://www.dow.cam.ac.uk/
join-downing/staff-vacancies

Fitzwilliam College: Non-Stipendiary Research 
Fellowship 2018; tenure: three years; any subject area 
(other than: archaeology, anthropology, and sociology; 
biology; english; physics and chemistry; and 
mathematics); closing date: 8 May 2018; further details: 
http://www.fitz.cam.ac.uk/vacancies/academic

King’s College: Fellowship in Medical Science; tenure: two 
years in the first instance (with possibility of extension 
following review); closing date: 23 April 2018; further 
details: http://www.kings.cam.ac.uk/research/kings_
college_fellowship_medical_sciences
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